Press/media release 01 060815

AN INVITE TO LOCAL (BRIGHTON),
KIDS CHARITIES,
YOUTH CENTRES,
COMMUNITY GROUPS
AND WORTHY CAUSES..
From

Multiversal Events & The Creative Building Company
(Who'd like to try another way of giving!)

HOW WOULD YOU USE...

...a budget of £2518.63p (so far),
the combined resourses of,
an entertainment and a building company
and
a filmed documentary to broadcast your work?

HI
My name is Pete Donno. Please allow me to introduce;
The Creative Building Company
and
Multiversal Events
I work as their project manager, one 'builds houses' and the other
'produces theatre events'. Both are working towards making the
world a better place by donating 10% of their profit to charity or
worthy causes.
The Creative Building Company has been buzy lately and donated
£2518.63p.... (so far)!
But to what charity or group?

HOW WOULD YOU USE THE DONATION?
How would you spend £2518.63 (so far) using the services
of an entertainment and a building company?
Maybe entertain the kids by putting on a panto or a variety kids
show or any other form of entertainment?
Or.... Maybe you'd benefit from some building work; repairing
a roof, decorate a room or maybe you want a celebrity to help
build an play area?
Or... the cash to buy teddy bears?
Please send your ideas/wishes, by midday 28 August 15, to:
Pete Donno
01273 900221
info@multiversalevents.co.uk

WE CHOOSE AN ORGANISATION
WHO'S NEEDS CAN BE MET
By the 5 Sept 15 we should have made a decision about who
we can assist, at this time. In making that decision we take into
consideration two things...
1. What do you need to make your wish come true?
2. Can the donation and our resources make it happen?
Taking into consideration all available; cash, time, energy and
resources, we then choose a charitable event we feel, we can
realistically deliver.
Its a simple equation; have we got - what you need?
.

WE PROJECT MANAGE EVERYTHING.
We work with your team, creating a crystal clear stratigic plan,
to make your wish come true.
We love the excitement of not knowing,
exactly what will happen next!
Multiversal Events, use a vast library of experience in media
and international production event management to ensure
these events succeed.
.

PRODUCE A FILM DOCUMENTARY
Our clients trust us to donate 10% of the profit we make,
from them, to charity.
A documentary film about your work and your journey from a
donation to a wish, is broadcast on the internet.
This allows our clients the opportunity to see exactly how
'their money in trust' was spent.
It also creates a film you can use to bring the work of your
organisation/charity to a wider audience.

SO COME ON!!!
Send your wish list, no later than 28 Aug 15 to:

Info@multiversalevents.co.uk
For more info: Pete Donno 01273 900221
Any media interested in a partnership please don't hesitate to
get in touch.
http://www.multiversalevents.co.uk/charity
http://www.thecreativebuildingcompany.co.uk/charity

